GROW TUBE ASSEMBLY

ALL COMPONENTS
TENT ASSEMBLY

STEP 1
Assemble the skeleton base (#1), insert 4 (#3) connector poles into base, insert (#2) poles into connector poles with screw holes facing out, attach top base. See arrow 1.

STEP 2
Use bolts provided to screw in center bands. This ensures integrity of tent while negative pressure is in effect. Tent skeleton is now complete. See picture 1, 2, & 3.

STEP 3
Unzip all zippers to open tent entirely. Lay flat on ground and insert tent skeleton. Wrap tent around top base and bottom base. See picture 4.

STEP 4
Gently pull tent flaps over frame and pull zippers over from each side a little bit at a time. Make sure the 2 6 inch holes and one 4 inch hole are at the top. Grow tube tent is now complete. See picture 5.

ROPE HANGERS & COOL TUBE

STEP 1
Attach zip ties enclosed to the top base bar, do not tighten completely. See arrow 1.

STEP 2
Attach rope hangers to zip tie, tighten zip ties to base. See arrow 2.

STEP 3
Insert metal V hooks into cool tube and gently hang from rope hangers.

STEP 4
Install flanges using screws and flange rings.

STEP 5
Attach ducting from ends of cool tube to flanges using clamps enclosed. See arrow 3.
ODOR CONTROL SYSTEM*

STEP 1
INSTALL 4 INCH FLANGE INTO TOP RIGHT 4 INCH HOLE
SEE ARROW 4

STEP 2
SET CARBON FILTER ON FLOOR

STEP 3
SET DUCT FAN ON TOP OF FILTER
SEE ARROW 5

STEP 4
ATTACH DUCTING WITH PIPE CLAMPS ENCLOSED

STEP 5
IN BOTTOM LEFT 4 INCH PORT INSERT INTAKE FAN
SEE ARROW 6
PLEASE NOTE THE HOLES WILL NEED TO BE PUNCHED, USING A POINTED SCREWDRIVER WILL WORK

STEP 6
INSTALL INTAKE FAN INSIDE THE TENT

STEP 7
RUN LONG BOLTS THROUGH, AFFIX AND TIGHTEN FROM THE REAR

STEP 8
RUN CORD OUT THROUGH SOCK

* RAPTOR ODOR CONTROL DOES NOT COME STANDARD WITH GROW TUBE

TEST THE SURGE PROTECTOR TIMER PLUG COMPONENTS INTO THAT TIMER

RAPTOR ODOR CONTROLLER 24 HOUR
INTAKE FAN TIMED WITH LIGHTS
INTERCOOLER ON COOL TUBE AND BALLAST TIMED
AIR PUMPS 24 HOUR

READ NUTRIENT SCHEDULES, TAKE YOUR TIME, AND ENJOY HOME FARMING!
VISUAL SETUP GUIDE FOR TENT

1. Assemble the frame.
2. Build the base.
3. Attach the frame to the base.
4. Place the tent cover over the frame.
5. Secure the cover with ties.
6. Open the windows and vents.
7. Adjust the tension on the cover.
8. Enjoy your tent!